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1. Introduction and hypothesis

The speech recognition it is one of the parts of the artificial intelligence that has become 

more challenging for the humans. The goal to allow the spoken communication between human 

beings and computers has not been and it is not an easy task. The problem that arises with a system 

of automatic  speech recognition is  to  cooperate  a  set  of  informations  that  come from different 

sources of knowledge (acoustics, phonetics, phonology, lexicon, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic) 

in presence of ambiguities, uncertainties, and inevitable errors in order to achieve an acceptable 

interpretation of the acoustic message received.  

The purpose of this project is to find an specific improvement inside the wide area of the inductive 

learning; this means, the techniques that try to obtain the necessary knowledge with real examples 

above the task that we want to model (hidden markov models). 

The experience has demonstrated that one of the main problems when we run some recognition 

experiments  beyond the own nature  of  the language,   it  is  the  noise  which adds  to  the  signal 

(channel, atmosphere, reverberation, etc). As we will see along the development, the main posing 

nowadays brings us to the modification of some parameters during the training phase. This gives us 

a wider actuation range compared to the modifications over the the input signal characteristics. 

For that reason the actual techniques are focused on the modification of the the patterns of the 

recognition process according to the acoustic conditions. This could bring us to think as a first 

approach the development of a system trained with data recorded (or thanks to artificial addition) in 

adverse conditions. In most of the cases, the best performance will be reached when we apply the 

reference patterns that have been trained exactly under the same conditions that will be there where 

we will do our recognition. 

This however, is not always the most optimum action. What if we are talking about non-stationary 

noises. What if I am using my cellular in my car and I have some people talking next to me or in the 

back seats, the exterior noise, the engine. Some of them are more predictable noises than others, but 

usually  we  have  an  endless  amount  of  different  noises  that  could  perturb  the  communication 

human-machine. 

We could train systems that have samples of all possible conditions (multi-condition). But we will 

have still a problem; no matter if we train 10, 100 or 1000 different examples as there will keep on 
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being  interminable  atmospheres  and  noises  out  of  reach  of  our  system  –  apart  from  the 

extraordinary work to carry all this task of recordings and database creations out.  As we said then, 

it seems more clever to attack over the recognition patterns through, for exampe, the adaptation of 

this references thanks to the estimation of acoustic conditions. 

From Germany in the “Hochsule Niederrhein” (electronics and computers department) - where I 

have been working on this project – under the leadership of H.G. Hirsch professor, they present an 

adaptation of the energetic and spectral parameters to noisy and reverberant atmospheres. This has 

been my reference point all along this project. How could we try to improve the performance of a 

system which is already very optimum and thanks to recent database creation (Aurora-5)?

Let us try to set an addition by creating thanks to this database a model made for the non-stationary 

noises recognition. If we have a system which is capable to distinguish until some rates the words 

even if they are “dirty”, it sounds fine to add one more model to avoid one precise thing: 

– Do not let the system think because of noise (no speech signal) that there is some useful 

information to be recognized.

We will try to find a way to make that a file which originally looks like that: 

original sections

not to mistake due to the presence of noise:

recognized sections
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2. The speech recognition process

2.1 Front-end feature extraction algorithm

This is just the way to compute feature vectors from speech waveforms. This is; when we get the 

file as a whole we must ask ourselves how we are going to work with this. The problem is that it is 

difficult and senseless trying to characterize all in once as it is a non-stationary signal; we must try 

to keep the relevant information and eliminate the redundancies.

The sound signal presents a variation along time which is slower than the analysis frequency used in 

the speech process systems. Therefore we can consider that when we take really small pieces of this 

stream, these are close to the stationariness. Besides, it is common to work in the frequency domain 

and the parameters used to describe the signal are the Cepstrals which have been proved as the most 

optimum.

All this process it is what I will try to explain. This diagram gives us a general idea of the process:

Diagram of the Front-End algorithm from the ETSI ES 201 108 V1.1.3 (2003-09)

2.1.1 Offset compensation

Prior to the framing, a notch filtering operation is applied to the digital samples of the input speech 

signal (SIN) to remove their DC offset, producing the offset-free input signal.

DC offset is an offsetting of a signal from zero. The term originated in electronics, where it refers to 

a direct current voltage, but the concept has been extended to any representation of a waveform. DC 

offset is the mean amplitude of the waveform; if the mean amplitude is zero, there is no DC offset.
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DC offset is usually undesirable. In audio processing, a sound that has DC offset will not be at its 

loudest possible volume when normalized.

Along this document I will add the mathematical expressions used in my matlab implementation. In 

this case we can eliminate this offset by applying the following expression:

Sof (n) = sin (n) − sin (n − 1) + 0,999 × sof (n − 1)      

2.1.2 Framing 

Once we have got rid of the DC Offset we can start by framing the signal; this is we start cutting the 

signal off in small pieces as we introduced. When we talk about speech or in other words, a signal 

where the sound in which we are interested will have 4 kHz as the highest frequency, the proper 

size of the windows is the following: 

Values of Frame Length and Frame Shift Interval Depending on the Sampling Rate 

This means for examples that for the (most common) case of 8 kHz we take frames of 25 ms in 

terms of time and we shift the windows 10 ms. This settings give us let us reach the optimum levels 

of stationariness. 

Here we just must be aware that we will probably exceed the number of samples in the last window 

and we must 'add' some samples to reach the 200 (in my case just with the '0' value). Here is an idea 

of loop and it is control:

5

out=0;

lim=length(Sof); %Soff is the vector just after the DCOffset compensation

i=1;

while out==0;

    if (i+N-1)>=lim; %We need it to control out of bounds at the end

        R=(i+N-1)-lim

        X=(Sof(i:lim));

        X=[X zeros(1,R)]

        out=1

    end

...

end
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2.1.3 Energy measure

The logarithmic frame energy measure (logE) is computed after the offset compensation filtering 

and framing for each frame but in parallel to the rest of the process. We need this value as an extra 

coefficient which is not really useful till further on the process: 

Here N is the frame length and sof is the 
offset-free input signal. 

2.1.4 Pre-emphasis and Windowing 

The pre-emphasis  filter  is  meant  to  compensate  the lack  of  energy of  the  high components  in 

comparison with the low ones; we can achieve that by processing our signal like that:

Spe (n) = Sof (n) − 0,97 × Sof (n − 1)       
 

Apart from that we also apply a 'Hamming window'. An amplitude weighting of the time signal 

used with gated continuous signals to give them a slow onset and cut-off in order to  reduce the 

generation of side lobes in their frequency spectrum.

Hamming window: temporary window function and frequency response behaviour

And in the Matlab implementation it is done following the ETSI standard too:

 
Here N is the frame length and  Spe and  Sw are the input and output of the windowing block, 

respectively. 
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2.1.5 FFT 

Each frame of N samples is zero padded to form an extended frame of 256 samples for 8 kHz 

sampling rate, and 512 samples for 16 kHz. An FFT of length 256 or 512, respectively, is applied to 

compute the magnitude spectrum of the signal. 

 
 

Now we have our frame in the spectral domain. 

2.1.6 Mel Filter bank

This filter-bank is based on the knowledge of the human auditory system and its sensibility. The 

energy at  low frequencies is  normally higher.  By means of  this  filter  we focus mostly  on low 

frequency components,  which is  besides where more of the noises  are  and we compact  higher 

frequencies. This concept turns on the Mel scale which results from dividing the spectrum in little 

banks narrow and linearly spaced at low frequencies and wider and logarithmically spaced at high 

frequencies. This way we give more importance to the information contained at low frequencies 

according to human auditory system and recovering better the phonetic characteristics. 

We have used the triangular filters which has its highest level at the mid-point and its extremes are 

in the middle of the adjacents.  

    

The calculation of the energy in every band is the sum, for the indexes of the FFT in every triangle, 

of  the  products  between  the  FFT values  and the  value  from the  triangle  corresponding to  the 

position of this index; in other words,  the output of the mel filter is the weighted sum of the FFT 

magnitude spectrum values in each band. 
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if SR==8000

        bin(:,j)=abs((fft(Sw,256))); 

end

if SR==16000

        bin(:,j)=abs((fft(Sw,512)));

end
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2.1.7 Non-linear transformation

After the mel filter bank, as it has 23 triangular overlaped filters, 23 values to which we apply a 

logarithm function (natural logarithm). 

The same flooring is applied as in the case of energy calculation, that is, the log filter bank outputs 

cannot be smaller than -50. 

8

function fbank=MEL(bin,SR) 
%First we must set the starting and ending point of every channel 
if SR==8000 
    mel = mel_filter (SR, 23, 256); %We'll find the matrix for the filterbank 
    FFTL=256/2; 
else 
    mel = mel_filter (SR, 23, 512); 
    FFTL=512/2; 
end 

for i= 1:23 
        fbank(i) = mel(i,:)*bin(1:FFTL,1); 
end

function mel = mel_filter (fm, num_chan, nfft) 

df = fm/nfft; 
Nmax = nfft/2; 
fmax = fm/2; 
MELmax = freq2mel(fmax); 
MELinc = MELmax / (num_chan + 1); 

MELcenters = (1:num_chan) .* MELinc; 
Fcenters = mel2freq(MELcenters); 

f1 = [0 , Fcenters(1:(num_chan-1))];%freq. inicials de cada filtre 
f2 = [Fcenters(2:num_chan) , fmax];%freq. finals de cada filtre 
BW = f2 - f1;%amples de banda de cada filtre 

%quantize into FFT indices 
indexcenter = round(Fcenters ./df); 
%compute resulting frequencies 
FFTfreq = indexcenter.*df; 

istart = [1 , indexcenter(1:num_chan-1)];%índex d'inici de les finestres 
istop = [indexcenter(2:num_chan),Nmax];%índex dels finals de les finestres 
idxbw = (istop - istart)+1;%nombre d'índex a cada finestra 
%compute bandwidth [Hz] 
FFTbandwidth = idxbw.*df; 

diff = Fcenters - FFTfreq;%error de quantització 

%generem la matriu de valors i creem les finestres trianulars 
mel = zeros(num_chan,Nmax); 
for j = 1:num_chan 
    %rampa esquerra 
    increment = 1.0/(indexcenter(j) - istart(j)); 
    for i = istart(j):indexcenter(j) 
        mel(j,i) = (i - istart(j))*increment; 
    end 
    %rampa dreta 
    decrement = 1.0/(istop(j) - indexcenter(j)); 
    for i = indexcenter(j):istop(j) 
       mel(j,i) = 1.0 - ((i - indexcenter(j))*decrement); 
    end 
end
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2.1.8 Cepstral coefficients

Finally we use the DCT (Discrete Cosinus Transformation). It is important to know why we make 

use of this transformation; as we have seen we changed from the time domain to the frequency 

domain with the FFT. In this case, we make use of this transformation as it helps to get more non-

correlated coefficients and a reduced dimensionality (less computational burden)

A discrete cosine transform (DCT) expresses a sequence of finitely many data points in terms of a 

sum  of  cosine  functions  oscillating  at  different  frequencies.  DCTs  are  important  to  numerous 

applications in science and engineering as it is the case of lossy compression of audio and images 

(where small high-frequency components can be discarded).  particular, a DCT is a Fourier-related 

transform similar to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), but using only real numbers. Like the 

DFT, a DCT operates on a function at a finite number of discrete data points. It can be thought of as 

implicitly defining an  extension of  that  function outside the domain.  That is,  once you write  a 

function f(x) as a sum of sinusoids, you can evaluate that sum at any x, even for x where the original 

f(x) was not specified. A DCT, like a cosine transform, implies an even extension of the original 

function.

This gives us 12 cepstral coefficients as the most significant coefficients of the DCT.

However, I must say we have worked with 13 cepstral coefficients; this previous explanation is 

done according to the ETSI standard. 

In the following pages there is a general idea of the main script function to make all this process. 

Here it  is  possible  to  see an overview of  the main script  function with the call  to  these other 

functions we have seen along the breakdown.
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10

%% Introduction to the speech recognition %% 

% We read the file with we want to work 

[Sin,SR] = wavread('p109.wav'); 

% Once we have the vector with the samples we start with the Front-End 

% Algorithm strictly speaking: 

% DC Offset compensation (removal of the DC offset due to A/D conversion) 

Sof=DCOff(Sin); 

% Now we'll need to cut off the sample to have an optimum (almost 

% stationary) stream. Obviously we'll work on the frames in this loop too. 

% The "framing" depends on the SF 

if SR==8000, 

    N=200; %Frame length 

    M=80;  %Shift interval 

end 

if SR==16000, 

    N=400; 

    M=160; 

end 

lim=length(Sof); 

i=1; 

j=1; 

out=0; 

ilog=1; % This is the index for the energy vector 

Y=0;    % I'll use it to store the value of the last previous frame sample 

Z=0; 

while out==0; 

    if (i+N-1)>=lim; %We need it to control out of bounds at the end 

        R=(i+N-1)-lim 

        X=(Sof(i:lim)); 

        X=[X zeros(1,R)] 

        out=1 

    else 

        X=Sof(i:(i+(N-1))); 

    end 

    

    %We start by the energy measure as the "0th coefficient" 

    logE(ilog)=energie(X); 

    ilog=ilog+1; 

    

    %Pre-emphasis filter to compensate the irregular energy distribution 

    %(high-freq have less than low-freq) 

    Spe=preemphasis(X,Y); 

    Y=X(end); 
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Main script for the front-end feature algorithm

11

   

    %Now we will use a Hamming windows which makes a ponderation of each 

    %frame; it gives more weight to the central values (as we overlap 

    %them). 

    

    Sw=windowing(Spe,N); 

    

    %Change to the spectral domain 

    

    if SR==8000 

        bin(:,j)=abs((fft(Sw,256))); 

    end 

    if SR==16000 

        bin(:,j)=abs((fft(Sw,512))); 

    end 

    

    %The MEL Filtering will let us treat the spectrum according to the 

    %human auditory system 

    fbank(:,j)=MEL(bin(:,j),SR); 

    fbank(:,j)=log(fbank(:,j)); 

          

    j=j+1; 

    i=i+M; % Window shift of M samples. 

end 

DCTMat=init_dctmatrix(13,23); 

C=fbank'*DCTMat;
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2.2 Speech boundaries

Before focusing strictly in the training process there is one task to be done in order to help to reduce 

unnecessary processing at front end of ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) systems. 

This are the  words boundaries.  This algorithm should let  us remove gaps or silences between 

words in order to reduce part of processing. 

Usually with  a basic algorithm we make some assumptions:

• In order to compute reference level it is necessary to record piece of speechless signal. This 

enables algorithm to calculate power reference level. 

• In order to sustain reference level the sound pressure should not fluctuate. Changes of sound 

intensity may influence on accuracy of recognition. 

As the purpose by now is just to get rid of the useless speech part (as we can only introduce troubles 

due to noise) it is just a matter of having a look at the energy content. This can became a tougher 

task if there is a big presence of noise. 

We can graphically see an approach with the signal functions of the spoken word “hallo”:

12
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Then we can have look at the energy cuting off with windows:

With this function we could already set more or less a preliminary boundaries but we can still make 

it logarithmic to see it clearer:

And with this one already set an energy boundary which will let us set temporal boundaries. 

13
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2.3 The statistical approach

Almost all present-day speech recognition systems are based on hidden Markov models (HMMs). 

Although the fundamentals  of HMM have been understood for several  decades, there has been 

steady progress in refining the technology both in terms of reducing the impact of the inherent 

assumptions, and in adapting the models for specific applications and environments. 

To understand not just specifically what I have been working on but everything that has to do with 

speech recognition it is inevitable to avoid the concept of HMMs. 

A classical problem in physics and engineering is that of getting a model for a given real-world 

process. Modeling techniques are useful tools in prediction, recognition or identification tasks. The 

application of models to signals is important for a number of reasons. First, a signal model can help 

to process that signal (e.g. to clean a noisy signal). Also, a model can help the understanding of the 

signal  source  and  the  signal  generation  process.  In  particular,  statistical  models  have  been 

successfully applied to speech recognition because they allow setting the recognition problem in 

statistical terms. Let us say, as it is our case, that:

W={Wi}

is  the  set  of  possible  numbers  of  a  given  language  and we wish to  obtain the number 'W(X)' 

corresponding to an acoustic evidence 'X' We could obtain the recognized sentence as:

W(X) = argmax P ( Wj | X )
      j

which can be explained as the maximum probability to recognize a number among all numbers, 

given the acoustic evidence. 

The computation of the probabilities 'P ( Wj | X )' can be decomposed as:

And as the  'P(X)' does not depend on 'X' (it is an acoustic parameter actually)  we can affirm that:

W(X) = argmax [ P( X | Wj ) P( Wj ) ]
                    j

The number which matches with the acoustic evidence will be the maximum value of the product 

between the probability  of getting an acoustic  evidence given a  number and the probability  or 

occurrence of this number. 

For  us,  the  conditional  probability  'P(  X |  Wj  )' is  given  by  the  acoustic  model  (that  we will 

characterize with the HMMs) and 'P(W)' by the language model. 

A very graphical interpretation of the process would be this diagram: 

14
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General speech recognition diagram

There  are  different  recognition  techniques  depending  on  whether  we  try  to  recognize  isolated 

words, or continuous speech, if we need the system to be dependent on the speaker or independent, 

or maybe we need to train large vocabularies or just a few words. What it is for sure is that with the 

current systems we will make sure of statistical models.

 

It  is  important to know before studing thoroughly the investigation how to obtain this acoustic 

patterns through the hidden Markov models. 
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2.4 Modeling speech recognition: HMMs

One possible reason why HMMs are used in speech recognition is that a speech signal could be 

viewed as a piecewise stationary signal or a short-time stationary signal.  Speech could thus be 

thought of as a Markov model for many stochastic processes.

Another reason why HMMs are popular is because they can be trained automatically and are simple 

and computationally feasible to use. 

The hidden Markov model will tend to have in each state a statistical distribution that is a mixture 

of diagonal covariance Gaussians which will give a likelihood for each observed vector. Each word 

will  have  a  different  output  distribution;  a  hidden  Markov  model  for  a  sequence  of  words  or 

phonemes is made by concatenating the individual trained hidden Markov models for the separate 

words.

Modern speech recognition systems use various combinations of a number of standard techniques in 

order to improve results over the basic approach described above. A typical large-vocabulary system 

would need context dependency for the words (so words with different left and right context have 

different realizations as HMM states); it would use cepstral normalization to normalize for different 

speaker  and  recording  conditions.  The  features  could  have  the  so-called  delta  and  delta-delta 

coefficients to capture speech dynamics  

Decoding of the speech would probably use the Viterbi algorithm to find the best path, and here 

there is a choice between dynamically creating a combination hidden Markov model which includes 

both the acoustic and language model information, or combining it statically beforehand.

Let us assume a process described by a set  of N states {s1 , s2 , . . . , sN }. 

Each  state  represents  a  certain  event  or 

observation.  The  system  changes  from 

one  state  to  another  (transition)  in  each 

time interval. We will call  qt the state at 

time t.                                               

The  Markov  processes  (or  chains)  are 

characterized  by  the  dependence  of  the 

current  state  with  respect  to  previous 

16
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states. This process is fully described by the transition probabilities from one state to another: 

aij = P (qt = sj | qt−1 = si )

So, the probability of transition from one state to another depends on the probability of changing to 

this new state (sj) given that the previous (on time) state has occurred. 

Here there is an example to see how the dynamics of such types of Markov processes work. 

Supposing a model for weather forecast with only three possible states :

(observations): rainy (s1 ), cloudy (s2 ) and sunny (s3 )

This model allows us to calculate the probability of observing any sequence of weather states. For 

example, we can calculate the probability of the sequence :

“sunny/sunny/rainy/cloudy” 

(O = (s3 , s3 , s1 , s2 ))

as:

P (O|model) = P (s3 s3 s1 s2 |model) = P (s3 )P (s3 |s3 )P (s1 |s3 )P (s2 |s1 ) = P (s3 )a33 a31 a12 

To  do  our  task  we  have  been  working  with  utterances  of  numbers,  thus  we  end  up  creating 

individual models for each number that usually will contain 3-4 states per phoneme; to have an idea 

of how many of them we need for the English utterances we know that:

1-/w n/  2-ʌ /tu:/  3-/θri:/  4-/f :r/  5-/fa v/  6-/s ks/  7-/'sevən/  8-/e t/  9-/na n/  0-/'z rə /  0-/ə / ɔ ɪ ɪ ɪ ɪ ɪ ʊ ʊ

During my experiments for example I have been working with models of around 18 states per 

number (with the entering and exit states which doesn't contain acoustic information)   

When we say one number after another, the beginning of the new number can vary enough as to not 

trust a model just based on the individual training. 

In the case of the speech recognition we will normally deal with left-to-right transitions between the 

states as this is the way our speech behaves. 

Left-to-right topology

17
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I would also like to give a closer idea of the steps to follow; however I will expose the overview of 

the methodology enough to understand a development that can be found in the referred resources.   

Every state must contain the parameters that should describe the spectral and energy characteristics 

of the segment we have trained it with.   

As we have seen initially, we cut off the signal in the way that we obtain new cepstral coefficients 

every 10 ms of  shifting  along the signal.  This  means that  we have  many vectors  with  similar 

information and moreover, from different utterances. For that reason, we usually assign the mean 

of some different feature vectors to each state. Furthermore, if the system must be independent 

from the speaker we will have to give information to the state of the distribution of each acoustic 

parameter. 

Commonly we will train the systems with  several utterances since in theory it should give us a 

more  representative  recognition;  this  will  give  us  the  information  necessary  to  set  the 

probabilities between the states and it will also help us to decide how many feature vectors (how 

long it is the segment) assigned to each state. 

When we refer to speaker independent systems this  utterances will be  from different speakers. 

This plus of information (distribution of the acoustics parameters) comes from the fact  that  the 

pronunciation  of  a  speech segment  varies  with  different  speakers.  In  this  cases  we  model  the 

spectral  and  energy  characteristics  with  a  distribution  function.  Each  parameter can  be 

described by an individual  one  dimensional  distribution  function (usually  a  Gaussian  one) 

which is estimated during the whole training phase thanks to the statistical information of all the 

utterances. 

As a summary:

• The mean vector calculated over all L feature vectors that are mapped on an individual state 

• Occurrence of the acoustic features in each segment (=state)  by a multivariate Gaussian 

distribution

When we talk about independent acoustic features (which is what we try to obtain with the front 

end algorithm) the occurrence of each acoustic feature can be described by an independent Gaussian 

18
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distribution which is defined by a mean and a variance 

• The covariance matrix:

Once we have the model it is possible to undo the steps and go back to the frequency domain and 

visualize the spectrum of the HMM (thanks to the energy coefficient we can recover it). 

This is the most visual way to see which is the shape that should approach the input signal in the 

recognition to match this model. This the example of the number “seven” 

19
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2.5 Adaptation of HMMs

The adaptation of the HMM's as a way to improve the performance of the recognition system has 

come out  to  be  very powerful.  Here  the  reader  will  just  have  some strokes  of  the  topic;  it  is 

extensive  and  conceptually  dense  as  to  expose  it  deeply.  Very  detailed  information  about  the 

methods  of  professor  Hirsch  can  be  found  in  the  “Automatic  Speech  Recognition  in  Adverse 

Acoustic Conditions” section of the book “Advances in Digital Speech Transmission” referred. 

The idea it is to simulate acoustic characteristics when creating the patterns as to make it more 

suitable for the environments where we make the recognition process. 

It is possible for example to analyse the modifications that causes the reverberation of the room or 

place where it is being done the recording. Based on the results it is presented a method to adapt the 

static parameters of HMMs to the reverberant signals of a hands-free speech input. 

We  can  also  modify  HMMs  that  have  been  created  from  a  noiseless  database  or  recording 

environment and adapt them in a way we could simulate a noisy one.

There are also some procedures capable to deal with the acoustic characteristics of a phoneme in the 

context of a specified preceding and specified succeeding phoneme. 

This would be a graphical idea of where we would attack the conventional system to adapt some 

distorsion effects. 

Scheme for adapting HMMs to distorsion effects
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3. Garbage recognition process

Overview

The aim of this process is to create a garbage model which should allow us determining when we 

have an insertion, so to speak, when some parts of the speech that are originally silence become 

a word for the recognizer due to the noise influence over the speech signal. The scheme of the 

following figure represents a visual idea of the process to apply:

 Scheme of the process for the insertion detection

21
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3.1 Database and cepstral analysis

It all starts with the library  Aurora-5 which is meant mainly to investigate the influence on the 

performance  of  automatic  speech  recognition  for  a  hands-free  speech  input  in  noisy  room 

environments. The database (which may either be used to measure front- end feature extraction 

algorithms,  using  a  defined  HMM recognition  back-end,  or  complete  recognition  systems)   its 

created from the source speech Tidigits which consists of connected digits task spoken by American 

English talkers (downsampled to 8kHz).  A selection of 8 different  real-world noises have been 

added to the speech over a range of signal to noise ratios with controlled filtering of the speech and 

noise. 

I have been working with two of these artificially created atmospheres: 

• Car Noise 

• Interior Noise 

Besides, we can find different resultant qualities:

• SNR – 0dB, 5dB, 10dB, 15dB, 20dB

However, the process to follow is the same independently of the case. 

We have initially this individual library (one of the exposed options) with 8700 samples. We can 

find numbers individually spoken by men and women. The files are presented as a plain text with 

the “written” information (basic PCM to raw) of the sound wave all of them with a “.raw” extension 

so if we try to open it with any text processor, we won't be able to see anything but unintelligible 

symbols.  

First step then is getting this features from the signal; we have to do it through the cepstral analysis:

shell script interface to get the feature vectors; “anal_data_extest”
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#!/bin/csh 

# script to run own feature extraction on training data 

set exe = /packages/speech_recognition/simul/rec_sim_hgh_ada_all 

set options    = "-m analyze -f 8000 -c " 

set list_file  = /data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/Lists/InteriorNoise00_raw_list 

set pat_dir    = /data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/anal_pattern_InteriorNoise00 

if (-d $pat_dir) then 

        echo "WARNING: Directory "$pat_dir" does already exist!" 

        #exit 

else 

        mkdir $pat_dir 

endif 

$exe $options -i $list_file -o $pat_dir
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This is kind of  “interface” script which lets us do this process. Obviously here there is not the 

analysis function itself but the call to it at the end; we have already explained what is the point of it 

in  the front-end feature  extraction algorithm section  (and we can  find  there  the  script  detailed 

explained too). We just have to specify where the files to be analysed are with the whole route and 

this is done through:
set list_file  = /data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/Lists/InteriorNoise00_raw_list 

This is a text file which contains the list of the route of every single speech sample:

fragment of the file “InteriorNoise00_raw_list”

Now what its new and important to know for us is what we get as a file result. This is a pattern 

output; another file which we label with a '.pat' extension and which keeps the speech features from 

each previous '.raw' file. This means that we get 8700 new files with the same name but different 

extension stored in:
set pat_dir    = /data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/anal_pattern_InteriorNoise00

In our case, using the HGH analysis scheme, the information that we obtain once we have run this 

process are both the “static parameters” and the “dynamic parameters” this is, the 12 coefficients 

from  the  cepstral  analysis,  the  logarithmic  frame  energy  value  and  the  delta  and  delta-delta 

coefficients  for  the contour  information.  In  the end we have 39 coefficients  which give us  the 

necessary information for the training and recognition step. In case of adaptation we need one more 

coefficient (0th coefficient). 

With this files it is posible to make the training. Here, we start making use of the HTK (HMM Tool 

Kit),  a tool for building Hidden Markov Models  (HMMs) and which combined with the HGH 

(Hans Günter Hirsch) can help us to get new patterns/models to set our recognition systems.

As we said our goal is to create a garbage model,  to be precise a model capable to detect  the 

appearance of non-stationary noises hidden in our speech. In my case I already had the models of 

the words to be recognized so it is some processing time I saved. We need obviously a good model 

to recognize all numbers; our models are trained in base to the database “Tidigits” with no presence 
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...

/data/aurora5/speech/test/InteriorNoise00/woman/jd/zz.rjd.raw 

/data/aurora5/speech/test/InteriorNoise00/man/jh/zz.rjh.raw 

/data/aurora5/speech/test/InteriorNoise00/woman/jw/zz.rjw.raw 

/data/aurora5/speech/test/InteriorNoise00/woman/lj/zz.rlj.raw 

/data/aurora5/speech/test/InteriorNoise00/man/dj/zzz9139.rdj.raw 

/data/aurora5/speech/test/InteriorNoise00/woman/ap/zzz96.rap.raw 

...
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of noise and we had to recognize spoken '1' to '9' plus 'oh' and 'zero'. I had already stored on the 

server so I just had to link them in my hmm's list file as we will see. Otherwise we should have 

done the process to train the model for each of these numbers. However, it is quite understandable 

how to do it once I will have exposed the specific case of the garbage one. 

At this point we have the feature vectors (.pat files), the HMMs of the numbers and, very important, 

the labels of the pattern files. This is just a file text with the time information of the “timing”. We 

have  the  time  when  each  number  is  originally  spoken  in  every  sound  file;  a  part  from these 

numbers, there is also the term w_sil for the fragments without voice (usually beginning and ending 

of the number sequence). This files are going to be essential to achieve our goal. They look like 

that: 

text file 94o3o45.rml.lab

This is the file we are going to use as a reference; when we train a system through HTK tool, this 

needs this files to know where are the bounds of each word/number in order to associate this part of 

the speech to the training of this word/number models. 

From this  point  and so on starts  the modification over  the regular  process  to  try to  prove our 

hypothesis. We have to make the regular recognition with the noisy data base (Aurora-5) in order to 

get new labels. The recognition process gives us exactly the same idea of label with the recognized 

results; this way we have a clear idea of which are the insertions (recognizes a number/word when 

there is not voice),  substitutions (confusion of numbers/words) or  deletions (it  does not find a 

number/word that matches and omits it). 

3.2 Previous recognition

Here I would like to highlight the difference of processing time depending on which code we use; 

Matlab does not become a good option as it is a long task itself. If it is not precise to use the matlab 

software I would recommend running specially this process through shell (C schell – csh) in this 
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0 2100000 w_sil 

2100000 6500000 w_9 

6500000 10300000 w_4 

10300000 14900000 w_o 

14900000 18700000 w_3 

18700000 22400000 w_o 

22400000 26400000 w_4 

26400000 33000000 w_5 

33000000 33100000 w_sil
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case. This will speed up considerably the job. 

We will have a closer look to the recognition interface we have mainly used; we will see later that 

we will need (in any case we have used it) Matlab tool during this process to make some particular 

modifications.

shell script recognition interface; “recog_data_sh_IN00_ending”

We saw in detail how this process works. 

As to compare and look for the matches we need to 

have our input files as feature vectors we need to set 

some options needed for that:

set options

We will need to specify a list file which contains the 

route  to  all  the  .raw  files  that  we  would  like  to 

recognize. 

set list_file

This is the list we had refered before where we will set 

the route  to the hmm's.

As we can clearly see, the models are for all numbers / 

both genders and silence.

set hmm_list  

We have to tell where to put the ouptut with text files 

named with the extension .res and which are nothing 
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/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_1_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_1_male 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_2_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_2_male 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_3_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_3_male 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_4_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_4_male 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_5_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_5_male 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_6_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_6_male 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_7_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_7_male 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_8_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_8_male 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_9_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_9_male 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_o_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_o_male 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_sil 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_z_female 

/data/tidigits/hmm/hgh_42coef/w_z_male

#!/bin/csh 

# script to run  

# feature extraction & recognition 

set exe = /packages/speech_recognition/simul/rec_sim_hgh_ada_all 

set options    = "-m anal_recog -f 8000" 

set list_file  = /data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/Lists/InteriorNoise00_raw_list 

set hmm_list   = 
/data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/Lists/list_hgh_39coef_ginst_IN10_ending.hmm 

set res_dir    = 
/data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/InteriorNoise_sh_rec_39coeff_ginst_ending_synHIRSCH
/InteriorNoise00_sh_rec_39coeff_ginst_ending 

set syn_file   = /data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/ti_gender_garbage_mod.syn 

if (-d $res_dir) then 

echo "WARNING: Directory "$res_dir" does already exist!" 

exit 

else 

mkdir $res_dir 

endif 

$exe $options -i $list_file -o $res_dir -h $hmm_list -s $syn_file 
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else but the label files with the recognition results.

set res_dir

Finally we have a synthesis file which is notably important to get the desired result and which 

defines the restrictions between the succession of models.   

set syn_file

synthesis file for the recognition process
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<NUMNODES> 3 

<SUBCLASS> DIGITS_MALE   11 w_1_male w_2_male w_3_male w_4_male w_5_male w_6_male w_7_male 
w_8_male w_9_male w_o_male w_z_male 

<SUBCLASS> DIGITS_FEMALE 11 w_1_female w_2_female w_3_female w_4_female w_5_female w_6_female 
w_7_female w_8_female  w_9_female  w_o_female  w_z_female 

<NODE> 1 

   entries:     w_sil 

   entry-nodes:   1 

<NODE> 2 

   entries:     w_sil  DIGITS_FEMALE  w_sil 

   entry-nodes:   1           2         2 

<NODE> 3 

   entries:     w_sil  DIGITS_MALE  w_sil 

   entry-nodes:   1           3         3 

<NUMENDNODES> 2 

<ENDNODES>  2  3 

<SYNONYMS> 11 

w_1  2  w_1_male  w_1_female 

w_2  2  w_2_male  w_2_female 

w_3  2  w_3_male  w_3_female 

w_4  2  w_4_male  w_4_female 

w_5  2  w_5_male  w_5_female 

w_6  2  w_6_male  w_6_female 

w_7  2  w_7_male  w_7_female 

w_8  2  w_8_male  w_8_female 

w_9  2  w_9_male  w_9_female 

w_z  2  w_z_male  w_z_female 

w_o  2  w_o_male  w_o_female 

<PENALTIES>  30  0  10 

<TIMEOUT1> 100 

<TIMEOUT2> 125 
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With this file we describe overall the possible paths of the recognition. For examples, if we knew 

for sure that we are gonna recognize some numbers and after a precise word we will just recognize 

some letters, we could define something like the following. In this case, as it was refering to the 

initial  recognition  trying  to  recognize  number  for  women and men we include  all  possibilities 

(numbers) under the names DIGITS_FEMALE and DIGITS_MALE. The spoken samples are series 

of numbers that is why we use a synthesis like that:

When we will have the garbage model we will have to make some modifications and try to find the 

most suitable synthesis file for our purpose.

3.3 Labels modification

Now we are ready to get our first results; by now we will not talk about performances as the aim 

here is to explain the procedure and the files we have to deal with but somehow the results we are 

obtaining now are the reference to improve. What I will focus on are the new labels that I will have 

to modify. The best way to see what I am doing is with a particular case:

One of the files – o384899.rhm.lab – we have recognized had this original labeling

0 2000000 w_sil

2000000 6700000 w_o

6700000 7600000 w_sil

7600000 12300000 w_3

12300000 12400000 w_sil

12400000 18700000 w_8

18700000 18800000 w_sil

18800000 23000000 w_4
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Ilustración 1: synthesis file 3 states

Silence

DIGITS_MALE
Silence

DIGITS_FEMALE
Silence

Silence

Silence

S1

S2

S3
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23000000 27900000 w_8

27900000 28000000 w_sil

28000000 33900000 w_9

33900000 40900000 w_9

40900000 41000000 w_sil

LAB FILE  o384899.rhm.lab
When we make the recognition we get a “rec” file which looks like the following:

0 2375000 w_sil

2375000 5675000 w_4

5675000 8375000 w_sil

8375000 11875000 w_3

11875000 12675000 w_sil

12675000 16175000 w_8

16175000 19375000 w_sil

19375000 23475000 w_4

23475000 27275000 w_3 

27275000 29275000 w_sil

29275000 33275000 w_9

33275000 34175000 w_sil

34175000 37375000 w_9

37375000 38075000 w_sil

38075000 39775000 w_o

39775000 42475000 w_sil

REC FILE  o384899.rhm.rec

This output example is the result of a system which makes profit of the adaptation system. The 

performance rates with the database used are around 90% of accuracy so this one of the few files 

with insertions but also some substitutions (although is not what we are working with). 

Here we can see how there is a first substitution:

2000000 6700000 w_o

2375000 5675000 w_4

This is a substitution since the original value should be 'o' (“oh”) and the recognizer says it is a '4'. 

We could think it is an insertion (the recognizer says there is a number where originally there was 

just  silence -due to noise-)  but if  we had a look at  the timing of the original labelling we can 

appreciate that this recognition is made during the time of the 'o' and not the silence.

Secondly there is another substitution caused by the noise addition to the '8' :

23000000 27900000 w_8

28
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23475000 27275000 w_3 

And finally we have the case we are really interested in; the insertion of a value which was not 

spoken but that  due to an unexpected non-stationary noise has made mistaking our recognition 

system:

33900000 40900000 w_9

40900000 41000000 w_sil

38075000 39775000 w_o

As we see, the insertion starts appearing when are already saying the number 9. This was a common 

situation so in many cases the insertion was mainly due to noise just over silence but also tanking 

some part of voice too.

Now that we now which was the difference, the idea was clear: 

We must  train  a  new model  which  should  be  able  to  recognize  this  insertions  and gain  some 

accuracy in our system performance. We have a long enough database as to trust the following:

3.4 Garbage model training

What if we try to make a model based on all this small periods of time when some non-stationary 

noises which make our system confuse the noise, present most of the times while speaker's silence, 

with numbers as we will be able to detect as what it is: an insertion. We must be careful to take just 

exactly to take the part of  speech when this happens; otherwise, we take the risk to increase the 

possibilities to over-exploit this model when recognizing (above all with samples with low SNR). 

We made a first approach by changing radically the labels in the way it was taking more than just 

the exact part where there had been the insertion and the results were not very optimal.

Once we had a clear idea that the patterns had to be trained with the major precision possible we 

could develop a “final” script to modify all this labels of this files that had not been recognized 

properly and where there were insertions. Otherwise it was not of our interest. 

It is possible to see the code attached by the end of the report. The problems came mainly from the 

fact I decided to work with matlab software for a task that had to do with reading of files and 

precise work with string types; besides I had to make multiple modifications as the length and way 

the files were shown were variable. 
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First I would just  like to show, keeping on with the previous example,  how looks like the file 

modified. As I said, the performance of the system's example and the database make possible very 

optimal results and we will see how we just set the value “g_inst” (our tag for the new garbage 

training) in the only insertion seen. With worse condition, as it is logical, the insertions were more 

common. 

0 2375000 w_sil

2375000 5675000 w_4

5675000 8375000 w_sil

8375000 11875000 w_3

11875000 12675000 w_sil

12675000 16175000 w_8

16175000 19375000 w_sil

19375000 23475000 w_4

23475000 27275000 w_3 

27275000 29275000 w_sil

29275000 33275000 w_9

33275000 34175000 w_sil

34175000 37375000 w_9

37375000 38075000 w_sil

38075000 39775000 g_inst

39775000 42475000 w_sil

Modified LAB FILE  o384899.rhm.lab

Fortunately we can use another file (output of an evaluation script) which makes a summary of all 

the samples where there has been an incongruity between the original file and the recognized. 

  

Compare file (“eval_results_mod” output)
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Basic_Results_NoGarbage_NoT60/InteriorNoise10_ML_rec_42coeff//o36o9.rbm.rec 

 LAB: w_o w_3 w_6 w_o w_9 

 REC: w_4 w_3 w_6 w_o w_9 

Aligned transcription: /data/tidigits/label/o378.rrk.lab vs 
Basic_Results_NoGarbage_NoT60/InteriorNoise10_ML_rec_42coeff//o378.rrk.rec 

 LAB: w_o w_3 w_7 w_8 

 REC: w_o w_3 w_7     

Aligned transcription: /data/tidigits/label/o37o2.rpt.lab vs 
Basic_Results_NoGarbage_NoT60/InteriorNoise10_ML_rec_42coeff//o37o2.rpt.rec 

 LAB: w_o w_3 w_7 w_o w_2     

 REC: w_o w_3 w_7 w_o w_2 w_o 

Aligned transcription: /data/tidigits/label/o384899.rhm.lab vs Basic_Results_NoGarbage_NoT60/
InteriorNoise10_ML_rec_42coeff//o384899.rhm.rec 

 LAB: w_o w_3 w_8 w_4 w_8 w_9 w_9     

 REC: w_4 w_3 w_8 w_4 w_3 w_9 w_9 w_o 

Aligned transcription: /data/tidigits/label/o3o47.rpj.lab vs 
Basic_Results_NoGarbage_NoT60/InteriorNoise10_ML_rec_42coeff//o3o47.rpj.rec 

 LAB: w_o w_3 w_o w_4 w_7 

 REC: w_o w_3 w_o w_4     
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With this file it was easier to discriminate this files where there was a insertion from the others. This 

is  the case of the lines where you can find a blank space in  the 'LAB' row and some number 

recognized in the 'REC' row:

LAB: w_o w_3 w_8 w_4 w_8 w_9 w_9     

REC: w_4 w_3 w_8 w_4 w_3 w_9 w_9 w_o 

First we decided to find all the insertions present along the utterances. This turned out to be not the 

best option as there were too many samples causing an excess of recognitions of this model above 

all with databases of low SNR rates. For this reason we decided that, as the most common problem 

was at the ending of the speech since the speaker stops talking till the sound recording stops, we 

would focus on a model trained with the ending insertions (after trying the general model and also 

another one with the insertions at the beginning). 

Now it is time to make the new training for the garbage model. Now we will see in detail what we 

would have done for any of the numbers. 

When we make the training we need some fields to be specified; we can see this new “interface” 

code for the training that helps us to interact with the HTK tool. Here we can see the inputs from the 

script:

shell script interface inputs to get hmm's; “train_garbage_model_ex.csh”

As we see we need to precise the directory with the pattern files:
set pat_dir      

In our case we needed to precise specific files from this folder; we can modify our code and attach a 
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#!/bin/csh 

########## Script for training with HTK ########### 

# you have to define the path to your pattern files 

set pat_dir      = 
/data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/Anal_Pattern/anal_pattern_InteriorNoise10 

set tmp_listfile = 
/data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/Lists/InteriorNoise10_pat_ending_random 

# you have to define the paths where to store the HMMs 

set hmm_dir_init = /data/home/pablo/hmm_IN10_ending_random2 

set hmm_dir_rest = /data/home/pablo/hmm_IN10_ending_random 

# definition of the intial HMM model (42 Mel frequency cepstral coefficients / 5 States) 

set prname_garbage   = /data/noises/config_files/proto_42coef_5states 

# files needed for training 

set config_file  = /packages/speech_recognition/config_files/config 

set label_dir    = 
/data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/Interior_Noise10_g_inst_ending_lab 
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text file with the routes which is what we do here:
set tmp_listfile = 

We define the directory where we are going to store the HMM's:
set hmm_dir_init 

set hmm_dir_rest

We also define the initial model as we need some point where to start (and also where to end); this 

is done through the prototype variable:
set prname_garbage

And also the settings about the architecture (way of reading):
set config_file 

And finally the text file with the route to the label files of all this ones we want to use to make our 

training.
set label_dir

Thanks to this tool we get a model of this kind:
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~o 

<STREAMINFO> 1 42 

<VECSIZE> 42<NULLD><MFCC_E_D_A_0><DIAGC> 

~h "g_inst" 

<BEGINHMM> 

<NUMSTATES> 7 

<STATE> 2 

<NUMMIXES> 4 

<MIXTURE> 1 2.284423e-01 

<MEAN> 42 

 -4.667158e+00 -5.198515e-01 -6.725940e-01 -1.201969e+00 -2.069844e+00 -4.200703e-01 -7.813931e-02 
5.407984e-01 -1.492669e-01 2.265955e-01 2.095829e-01 2.589585e-01 2.316277e+02 1.787237e+01 
-2.242690e-01 -1.130311e-01 -6.944919e-03 -1.451401e-02 1.631966e-02 2.767651e-02 5.992732e-03 
1.732150e-03 1.934268e-02 -1.037669e-02 8.085116e-03 -4.983671e-03 1.138820e+00 1.074005e-01 
9.601866e-02 3.525721e-02 1.959561e-02 3.709116e-02 3.614185e-02 -1.033206e-02 -2.466941e-02 
-1.628267e-03 -8.859042e-03 -8.095141e-03 -1.443777e-03 9.378366e-03 -7.005274e-01 -7.685515e-02 

<VARIANCE> 42 

 4.956285e+01 1.849604e+01 1.691191e+01 8.162929e+00 7.538730e+00 5.496907e+00 4.561700e+00 
4.387714e+00 2.946002e+00 2.764671e+00 2.275197e+00 1.844028e+00 1.970661e+02 1.299728e+00 
9.455565e-01 5.813227e-01 4.283608e-01 2.983645e-01 2.737295e-01 2.068195e-01 1.629491e-01 
1.411900e-01 1.158582e-01 1.107423e-01 8.894034e-02 7.547728e-02 7.088944e+00 7.097957e-02 
1.533085e-01 6.809963e-02 5.621446e-02 3.830293e-02 3.631732e-02 3.286425e-02 2.502352e-02 
2.311916e-02 1.774598e-02 1.712237e-02 1.493365e-02 1.208429e-02 4.882758e-01 4.947895e-03 

<GCONST> 3.775806e+01 

<MIXTURE> 2 2.178412e-01 

<MEAN> 42 

 -3.999355e+00 6.095232e-01 -2.261554e-01 -3.430410e-01 -1.292827e+00 -4.883194e-01 -5.785282e-01 
5.369911e-01 -4.548309e-01 8.100127e-02 -1.403045e-02 5.179293e-01 2.057796e+02 1.530344e+01 
-1.469695e-01 1.882272e-02 2.097053e-02 -1.056855e-01 -4.642604e-02 -2.466686e-02 3.076509e-02 
-5.274963e-03 2.773418e-02 3.645448e-02 -4.066004e-04 -3.485920e-04 1.603179e+00 1.790245e-01 
-1.106396e-01 -5.143663e-02 -2.876591e-02 -3.904942e-02 -1.544866e-02 7.472967e-03 2.285072e-02 
8.619123e-03 4.897626e-03 1.019866e-03 3.168216e-03 -1.167054e-02 6.645550e-01 6.998531e-02 

<VARIANCE> 42 
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Output HMM file of the garbage training 

This model will be a new possibility for the upcoming recognition. We have to add the route to its 

location in the list of HMMs for the recognition process. 

We h-ave seen while introducing the background which information we needed; there is a header in 
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2.210818e+01 8.238004e+00 7.308293e+00 4.043813e+00 3.660248e+00 3.267179e+00 2.527560e+00 
1.998900e+00 2.105497e+00 1.716559e+00 1.536626e+00 1.394929e+00 1.852054e+02 1.405991e+00 
1.428592e+00 5.146683e-01 4.382992e-01 2.236101e-01 1.716113e-01 1.724916e-01 1.375256e-01 1.320805e-
01 9.983858e-02 8.036776e-02 7.594739e-02 6.405062e-02 5.896356e+00 6.684227e-02 1.170429e-01 
6.110834e-02 4.233816e-02 2.695353e-02 2.665215e-02 2.341560e-02 2.013672e-02 1.714265e-02 1.487362e-
02 1.364144e-02 1.138522e-02 9.936742e-03 4.338655e-01 4.623646e-03 

<GCONST> 2.538386e+01 

<MIXTURE> 3 2.594815e-01 

<MEAN> 42 

-6.728363e+00 3.310865e-02 1.165273e-01 1.728768e-01 -9.227197e-01 -2.379850e-01 -3.964832e-01 
2.980269e-01 -7.434682e-01 -1.868122e-01 -2.436465e-01 2.695578e-01 2.041692e+02 1.506434e+01 
2.056451e-01 6.210979e-02 -1.369010e-02 2.742217e-02 1.034530e-02 5.804555e-03 -1.655306e-02 
-4.642305e-03 -5.789707e-03 -1.961133e-02 -2.688760e-03 1.216927e-02 -8.561390e-01 -9.171673e-02 
-2.954949e-02 -2.478341e-02 -2.957346e-02 -2.564472e-02 -9.857506e-03 -4.687557e-03 -1.056894e-03 
3.005891e-03 3.987551e-03 1.818095e-03 1.277708e-03 3.518562e-03 1.813038e-01 2.177045e-02 

<VARIANCE> 42 

 1.890898e+01 6.462440e+00 4.650972e+00 2.888813e+00 2.466766e+00 2.799694e+00 2.106001e+00 
1.879795e+00 1.685762e+00 1.548899e+00 1.305907e+00 1.108884e+00 7.174908e+01 5.185324e-01 2.493011e-
01 1.448982e-01 1.278371e-01 1.060495e-01 9.071875e-02 8.623217e-02 7.431402e-02 6.314190e-02 
5.700124e-02 5.464203e-02 4.849784e-02 4.189079e-02 9.879950e-01 1.030505e-02 3.372372e-02 2.324029e-
02 1.924581e-02 1.759641e-02 1.541186e-02 1.488371e-02 1.220338e-02 1.160316e-02 1.029460e-02 
9.600121e-03 8.491058e-03 7.299179e-03 8.487159e-02 9.342352e-04 

<GCONST> -2.280568e+00 

<MIXTURE> 4 2.942349e-01 

<MEAN> 42 

 -7.609108e+00 -1.394285e+00 -1.268532e+00 -8.398646e-01 -1.306945e+00 -3.085808e-01 -2.522005e-01 
5.255742e-01 -5.520584e-01 -4.076967e-02 -1.089556e-01 4.027818e-01 2.204478e+02 1.664399e+01 
1.340615e-01 4.999936e-02 2.351029e-02 1.876629e-02 1.721790e-02 1.089023e-02 -6.512871e-03 
-2.745832e-03 -1.614739e-02 4.461362e-03 6.916502e-03 -4.280072e-03 -5.763081e-01 -6.604353e-02 
7.447597e-02 2.820660e-02 1.473395e-02 1.909689e-02 3.429413e-03 -3.032021e-03 -4.741068e-03 
-3.954930e-03 -1.988595e-03 7.923938e-04 4.135759e-03 -2.208601e-03 -1.882560e-01 -2.074276e-02 

<VARIANCE> 42 

 3.152308e+01 8.434978e+00 6.698761e+00 5.005901e+00 3.644271e+00 3.366118e+00 2.480258e+00 
2.555690e+00 2.306689e+00 1.738616e+00 1.752693e+00 1.511494e+00 7.702112e+01 5.628621e-01 3.191824e-
01 1.515048e-01 1.403829e-01 1.057133e-01 9.816407e-02 8.620694e-02 7.728305e-02 7.638916e-02 
5.974805e-02 5.437547e-02 5.503982e-02 4.616315e-02 1.596909e+00 1.753275e-02 5.147770e-02 2.653464e-
02 2.442770e-02 1.879635e-02 1.821962e-02 1.499569e-02 1.486241e-02 1.271274e-02 1.113982e-02 
9.405538e-03 9.253225e-03 8.406384e-03 1.858956e-01 1.860179e-03 

…

…

…

<TRANSP> 7 

 0.000000e+00 4.727893e-01 5.272107e-01 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 

 0.000000e+00 8.879754e-01 3.121424e-02 8.081039e-02 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 

 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 8.427345e-01 3.348649e-02 1.237791e-01 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 

 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 8.874692e-01 3.054066e-02 8.199015e-02 0.000000e+00 

 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 8.920384e-01 2.425798e-02 8.370366e-02 

 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 8.381490e-01 1.618510e-01 

 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 

<ENDHMM>
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the HMM which gives an overview: 

<STREAMINFO> 1 42 

<VECSIZE> 42<NULLD><MFCC_E_D_A_0><DIAGC>  → Vector with 13 MFCC +  Energy 

(14th) + Delta(28) and Delta-Delta(42) coefficients.  

~h "g_inst" 

<BEGINHMM> 

<NUMSTATES> 7  →  Number of states for the model; as it is the garbage model we have enough  

with 5 real states which is quite few less than with the number models. 

<STATE> 2 

<NUMMIXES> 4 →  Each state is described by the mixtures of 4 Gaussian distributions for each 

of the acoustic features.

At the end we have the covariance matrix which gives the probabilities to remain in one stage or 

change. This matrix con be useful if we want to change at some particular point the behaviour of 

our system once we have trained all the different models to use. As we will see, one of the decisions 

to improve our results was to modify this matrix (the model was very likely to be recognized and by 

modifying the two first parameters in the matrix we can drop the probability to start recognizing 

this model)
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3.5 Evaluation of the system

Once we have our model it is time to run new recognition experiments to see if it is working. The 

procedure it is the same previously exposed in the recognition section just that we have this new 

model that should help us to avoid the insertions. It is time now to evaluate the new behaviour.

Script for the evalutaion of the results (eval_results)
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./eval_results 

#!/bin/csh -fb 

# SHELL Script to evaluate recognition results 

# 

if ($#argv < 1) goto usage 

if ($#argv > 2) goto usage 

set label_dir    = /data/tidigits/label 

set lab_listfile = 
/data/home/pablo/Training_Recognition_Scripts/labels_to_compare/list_tidigits_labels 

set tmp_listfile = /tmp/ttt2.list                  # temporary list file 

set speech_dir   = /data/aurora5/speech # Just if there's a second argument 

# include HTK path 

set name = `printenv PATH | grep htk` 

if ($name == "") then 

        setenv PATH $PATH{:/packages/htk-3.3/bin.linux} 

endif 

echo "* RECOGNITION RESULTS              *" 

ls -1 $1 | awk '{printf("%s/%s\n", dir, $1)}' dir=$1 > $tmp_listfile 

#evaluate recognition results 

HResults -e "???" w_sil -e "???" g_inst -e "???" g_instb -e "???" . -e "???" g_breath -p -L 
$label_dir -S $tmp_listfile $lab_listfile 

if ($#argv == 2) then 

   set list = `HResults  -e "???" . -e "???" g_inst -e "???" g_instb -e "???" w_sil -e "???" 
g_breath -t -L $label_dir -S $tmp_listfile $lab_listfile \ 

| awk '($1 == "Aligned") {print $3}'` 

  set nlist = $#list 

  if ( -e $2) then 

rm $2 

  echo $2" removed!" 

  endif 

  while ($nlist > 0) 

set name = $list[$nlist]:t:r{.raw} 

find $speech_dir -name $name >> $2 

@ nlist-- 

  end 

endif 

rm $tmp_listfile 

exit 
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To have a compact information of the results I could use a very useful script of the HTK that shows 

me a summary of what we have obtain. This is going to be the tool to see the accuracy of our 

experiments.

There is a modification of this same file which is the one we used to obtain the comparison between 

the labels with the real information and the labels after the recognition system. In this case we are 

just interested in the matrix that gives as a result with an overall information.

We need to know how to interpret this matrix:

Matrix results (output of Eval_results)

If we want to see exactly what has happened for example with the recognition of the number 7, we 

must have a look at the matrix; we find in the first row the list of all the speech possibilities and 

once we find the column where the w_7 (it appears in vertical, do not confuse) is, we can see the 

number of substitutions for each word/number and de deletions and insertions too.
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And  we  find  as  well  precise  values  of   correct  recognitions,  accuracy,  numbers  of  deletion, 

substitutions and insertions. Let us remind that:

Deletion errors: The system did not find a precise match 

Substitution errors: The system mistakes and changes the original number for another one

Insertion errors: The system recognizes a number when there was originally lack of speech.   

Besides,  we  can  separately  see  statistics  of  the  whole  files  (SENT)  and  the  whole  numbers 

independently how they were said and in which files (WORD). 

The number of substitution errors (S), deletion errors (D) and insertion errors (I) can be calculated 

as:                                         

  

where  N is  the total  number  of  labels  in  the  reference transcriptions.  Notice that  this  measure 

ignores insertion errors. The accuracy is a more representative figure of recogniser performance. 
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4. Results and conclusions

The  purpose  here  will  be  to  show  the  most  significant  results  I  have  obtained  during  the 

development as it has been a task of multiples that cannot be omitted if we want to avoid some 

errors in similar future projects.  

However, I would not like to carry on without warning everyone who has to deal with the HTK and 

both Matlab and shell scripts for the first time, as it was my case, to run test experiments and get to 

know easily how it is the whole methodology. The amount of data, scripts and times that usually we 

will have to run the experiments can become itself a muddling task thus, it is dramatically advisable 

to keep files organized and familiarize with the tools before facing the challenge.   

The department of electrical engineering and computer science of the university of applied sciences 

of Niederrhein as in some other universities and research groups, has been working on the area of 

speech recognition since long time ago. This has permitted obtaining new results and improvements 

along the years that become new challenges to beat. As we have seen, there are some standards as 

well as some particular systems that have reached quite high levels of recognition; for that reason 

every day is becomes more difficult but also more important to keep on rising this accuracy rates. 

With this  research,  we pretended to  find a  way to  overcome some previous  experiments  when 

working with a noisy database. 

When we started with the first experiments without using the adaptation, we started by obtaining 

optimum results that demonstrated that the system was behaving better with the garbage model than 

without it. Then, when we were trying to make it work with the adaptation recognition, we have not 

obtained the expected results so we have tried by changing the way to “attack” the problem. 

I will expose this transition with the arithmetic results. To know where were we and where we 

wanted  to  be,  we needed  some previous  results.  We had  previous  experiments  made  with  the 

Aurora-5 database  but, obviously, without the garbage model. 

I have worked mainly with the HGH (firstly) and HGH Adapt (posteriori) as a reference. We can 

see in the following table the values for the different environments:
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4.1 Previous results

Accuracy results without the garbage model
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4.2 Synthesis files 

We have mainly worked with 2 kinds of synthesis file; we will refer to them as:

3 Steps: 

 4 steps
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4.3 Experiments

➔ HGH with 3 states synthesis file – Interior Noise 10 dB SNR - 1st steps

Initially I created a script that was labeling absolutely all the insertions appeared. Normally this 

should appear at the beginning and ending of the speech as it is the time when we can find silence.

In this case I committed an important error when training the model assuming that it would be good 

to analyse the whole part of speech where there was silence (just the noise) but also steping a bit 

over part of the speech because of the timing of the recognition labeling.      

This was not giving very good results. Assuming we were working with non-stationary noise, so 

many utterances was making the model very likely to happen and although it was managing to 

avoid insertions, this was not useful as we were obtaining several deletions. As we see here, the 

accuracy of the system was droping it efficiency around 8 % less respect the HGH without the 

garbage model. 

I wrote this new script restricting just exactly to this segments of, originally, silence but still keeping 

the labeling of all this files that had insertions without minding where they were. 
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This brought an important improvement of the results:

➔ HGH with 3 states synthesis file – Interior Noise 10 dB SNR – 1st modification

With this change we made the previous error an evidence and thanks to it we raised the efficiency; 

however there was still some concept mistake; the results were still around 7% under the previous 

rates. I show the results obtained with the same library I have used to make the training (Interior 

Noise with SNR of 10 dB). The rates with other databases (the same samples with different SNR – 

Clean, 0dB, 5 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB) did not have remarkable different results. 

At  this  point,  looking  for  higher  results  still  using  the  HGH without  adaptation,  we opted  for 

restricting even more when training, and decided just to train a model based on the front and end 

insertions (this which appear when the speaker has not started or has ended her/his speech and we 

are recording already). 
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➔ HGH with 3 states synthesis file – Interior Noise 10 dB SNR - 2nd modification

This seemed to be a right way to follow; we are already over the initial results (overcoming them in 

6% more or less). 

Furthermore, we noticed that with fewer samples we were obtaining better results. For that reason 

we decided to train  the model just  with the ending insertions (this  was the most  common and 

usually the most bothering). 

Besides,  we could test  a synthesis  file that  should help to the task when recognizing with this 

model.
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The 4 states synthesis file was assuming that the garbage model had been training with this ending 

fragments; the idea of it was to drive the system in a way it was recognizing first all the numbers 

and then just after the series of numbers, see whether there is an insertions or just silence. 

➔ HGH with 3 states synthesis file – Interior Noise 10 dB SNR 

➔ HGH with 4 states synthesis file – Interior Noise 10 dB SNR
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The new synthesis file has not worked as we expected; as before, we guess there is a problem by 

trying to characterize the garbage;  the noise affects the signal in a way it becomes in many cases a 

lot more likely to match the combination number+noise with the garbage model than the number 

model. As we can see, the system does not make any difference changing the synthesis file; the 

garbage model keeps on appearing as a highly more probable model compare to the numbers.

However we had obtain good results (in this case we were 4 % over the original HGH accuracy) so 

at  this  point  we  decided  to  start  working  with  the  HGH  Adapt;  here  we  had  to  made  some 

modifications in the script to let the system work with the garbage model. It is possible to find 

extended  information  about  the  adaptation  methods  in  the  referred  book  “automatic  speech 

recognition in adverse acoustic conditions” by Hans-Günter Hirsch; basically what we try to do is to 

modify our models which have been trained with a noiseless database (Tidigits) in order to simulate 

how they'd look like with the addition of noise; this way, as we see in the previous results, we can 

obtain better results and in theory they should normalize a bit the differences between the garbage 

model and the others.

Apart from this noise adaptation, there was the possibility to adapt the models to the possible effects 

of reverberation. This was not a data what to worry much about it thus we decided to avoid this 

section. 

First thing we needed was to have an idea of which results  would we get without the garbage 

model. The results in the table applied both adaptations and there were not exactly the ones to take 

as a reference. Here we started to work with Matlab (as it is used for the implementation of the 

adaptation) and I initially run some experiments to know the “basic” results:

Interior Noise SNR 5dB

Interior Noise SNR 10dB

Interior Noise SNR 15dB

Interior Noise Clean
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With the garbage model we obtained the following results:

➔ HGH ADAPT with 3 states synthesis file – Interior Noise 5 dB SNR

➔ HGH ADAPT with 3 states synthesis file – Interior Noise 10 dB SNR
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➔ HGH ADAPT with 3 states synthesis file – Interior Noise 15 dB SNR

➔ HGH ADAPT with 3 states synthesis file – Clean
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The results were far to overcome the basic results. Trying to solve the problem we tried different 

alternatives focusing on the interior noise with SNR of 10 dB: 

➔ HGH ADAPT with 4 states synthesis file – Interior Noise 10 dB SNR

Definitely this synthesis file was not giving the expected results. 

Then we tried to take an smaller number of samples to train the garbage model; as it had become a 

too likely model, a lower amount of samples could give us a preciser recognition:

➔ HGH ADAPT with 3 

states synthesis file 

– Interior Noise 10 dB SNR 

– Random
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It was an evidence that the model was not working as we expected. The last I have tried is to 

“attack” directly over the garbage HMM by changing the probability to “start” recognizing this 

model.  This  can  be  done  by  means  of  changing  the  first  to  values  of  the  convolution  matrix 

diagonal. 

The original values of our model were:

5.264785e-01 & 4.735215e-01

Then we have been trying to drop it:

➔ HGH ADAPT with 3 

states synthesis file 

- Interior Noise 10 dB SNR 

- 0,5264785e-01

- 0,4735215e-01

➔ HGH ADAPT with 3 

states synthesis file 

- Interior Noise 10 dB SNR 

- 0.000000000000000000164785e-01 

- 0.000000000000000000135215e-01
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There has been enough improvement with the modifications done as to believe there was some 

possibility to overcome the previous results. 

The way we have tried to characterize the non-stationary noise has not been successful probably 

because of the own nature of this noises. 

The system was always finding several  coincidences  between the input  signal  and the garbage 

model. We have managed to avoid insertions but this was not optimum when in the other hand the 

number of deletions was rising so dramatically. 

I can ensure thus, with the experiments made, that the process followed and explained along the 

project does not perform as expected and that for this precise purpose of finding some patterns for 

the noise is not advisable. 
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